SCHOOL SONG

Verse 1
The east is our horizon
Through trees we see the ocean blue
Our school, a warm and welcome place
Traditions values, old and new
We gather here together
To share and grow and learn
A place where friends and family
with memories return.

Chorus
Here is our school where we stand tall and walk proud
Do our best every day in our work and our play
We’ll rise to the challenge, we’ll take on any quest
Spencer Park is our school, it’s the best in the west.

Verse 2
All cultures here are welcome
Friendly faces everywhere
Ngala Mia is our heart, our place
Where friends can meet and share
In our winning or our losing
We hold our heads up high
We are the youth, the future’s hope
In us the future lies.

Chorus
Here is our school where we stand tall and walk proud
Do our best every day in our work and our play
We’ll rise to the challenge, we’ll take on any quest
Spencer Park is our school, it’s the best in the west.

We’ll rise to the challenge, we’ll take on any quest
Spencer Park is our school, it’s the best in the west.